Point, Dot, Pixel describes a set of digital, architectural drawings completed by the author for two exhibitions in early 2020. The original intent of the work was to develop new methods of digital drawing, methods that subverted the hegemony of the line and its normative conventions in architectural image making. As the drawings developed the project became a deeper mediation on the opportunities and pitfalls of points, dots and pixels as critical units of drawing. The paper considers how designers might use these three units as novel conceptions of architectural visualization.

The structure of the paper starts with a general description of the work, its process and intent. It relays how pixels were used to generate points that developed dots. These images explored different geometries, structures, overlaps and halftone techniques, each with a particular effect on the fidelity of the image.

With the technique established, the paper uses the drawings as a foundation to theoretically consider the nuanced differences between points, dots and pixels. Using
literature from art and architecture, it conveys how points have been extensively considered in past discourse, dots in relation to graphic work, and pixels in regard to digital work - the three units, however, have not been theorized in relation to each other.

The paper concludes by speculating that if a shift from lines to points, dots and pixels is comparable to the broader shift, and change in organizational logic, of networks to clouds, then the use of these three units as elements of architectural drawing might better visually represent the emergent, open-ended pluralism of our contemporary condition.
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